Sequence analysis of the polymerase L gene of human respiratory syncytial virus and predicted phylogeny of nonsegmented negative-strand viruses.
The complete nucleotide sequence of the large (L) polymerase gene of human respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) strain A2 was determined by analysis of cloned-cDNAs representing the entire gene and confirmed in part by dideoxy sequencing of genomic RNA. The RSV L gene is 6578 nucleotides in length and contains a single major open reading frame that encodes a protein of 2165 amino acids. The molecular weight (250,226) and amino acid composition of the deduced RSV L protein are similar to those of other negative-strand RNA viruses. Regions of statistically significant amino acid sequence similarity were identified in pairwise global alignments of the RSV L protein with its counterparts in four paramyxoviruses (parainfluenza virus type 3, Sendai virus, measles virus, Newcastle disease virus) and two rhabdoviruses (rabies virus, vesicular stomatitis virus). In addition, amino acid sequence alignments showed that the RSV L protein has a 70-amino acid amino-terminal extension relative to the others. This is suggested to be due to the acquisition of gene overlap of the RSV L gene with its upstream neighbor, the 22K (M2) gene and the use of a new translational start site. The most highly related region among these seven proteins is located within the amino-terminal half, representing approximately 20% of each protein sequences. This region contains six discrete segments that are colinear and highly conserved in each paramyxovirus and rhabdovirus L protein, and three of these overlapped with sequence motifs found previously in other RNA-dependent RNA and DNA polymerases. A phylogenetic tree was constructed from the paramyxovirus and rhabdovirus L protein sequences to further define their relationships. The branching order indicates that RSV represents a lineage within the paramyxovirus family which is relatively distinct from the others, which in turn are more closely interrelated. Among these other members of the family Paramyxoviridae, the branching order does not entirely conform to their current taxonomic organization, providing support for its reevaluation.